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Abstract
Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) serverless computing enables a simple programming model with almost unbounded elasticity. Unfortunately, current FaaS platforms achieve this flexibility at the cost of lower performance for data-intensive applications compared to a serverful deployment. The ability to have computation close to data is a key missing feature. We introduce Palette load balancing, which offers FaaS applications a simple mechanism to express locality to the platform, through hints we term “colors”. Palette maintains the serverless nature of the service – users are still not allocating resources – while allowing the platform to place successive invocations related to each other on the same executing node. We compare a prototype of the Palette load balancer to a state-of-the-art locality-oblivious load balancer on representative examples of three applications. For a serverless web application with a local cache, Palette improves the hit ratio by 6x. For a serverless version of Dask, Palette improves run times by 46% and 40% on Task Bench and TPC-H, respectively. On a serverless version of NumPy, Palette improves run times by 37%. These improvements largely bridge the gap to serverful implementation of the same systems.
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Minimizing data movement is key to the performance of distributed datacenter applications. Common applications like web API frontends and data analytics achieve this by exploiting and enforcing locality. For example, frontend servers often use a local cache and route requests from the same user to the same server to maximize cache effectiveness. Similarly, data analytics relies on tasks where one step outputs data that is consumed by subsequent tasks, and a scheduler places tasks so that network transfers of this data is minimized.

Recent research has shown the benefits of running distributed applications on Functions-as-a-Service (FaaS) serverless platforms (e.g., [16, 20, 33–35, 47, 58, 73, 78]). FaaS offers ease-of-management and elasticity, while charging users only for consumed resources at fine-grained timescales. This gives the provider a lot of freedom to schedule, scale, and load-balance function instances. While there are many commercial [4, 6, 15, 21, 43, 64] and open-source [32, 48, 50, 61, 62, 81] FaaS offerings, existing platforms do not offer the same sense of locality that is available to serverful distributed applications. For example, no existing FaaS platform enables subsequent requests by the same user to be routed to the same function instance. Similarly, running data analytics on FaaS does not allow scheduling subsequent tasks that consume each other’s outputs on the same instance. This limitation persists despite the basic ability of current FaaS platforms to keep state between invocations and existing efforts to explicitly add local caches to FaaS platforms [59, 70].

Because there is no generic or reliable way for one invocation to refer to state produced by a previous invocation, today’s FaaS offerings are effectively ‘data shipping’ platforms [42, 52]. For example, caches at a web frontend implemented on FaaS would be ineffective as a given instance sees
essentially a random stream of users with few opportunities for cache hits. Similarly, data analytics tasks would need to transfer almost all outputs over the network.

Some approaches to address this problem include (1) adding faster – but still remote – key-value stores, such as Pocket [52], Jiffy [51], REDIS [68], Wukong [20], or R2E2 [33]; (2) using a serverful orchestrator to manage long serverless invocations as short-lived containers [34, 35, 86]; or (3) outright extending the interface to include workflows or DAGs [7, 10, 67, 78]. However, none of these approaches adds a generic sense of locality to a platform. This lack of locality has been noted as a major limitation in recent work [39, 42, 52, 71].

Our work. This paper explores a novel point in the design space by embedding locality as a first-order concern within the FaaS platform. We present Palette load balancing, which is a minimalist (and thus practical) extension to FaaS platforms. Palette exploits the fact that, in practice, virtually all FaaS platforms reuse instances of the same function to avoid “cold starts” [72, 83], and that there is state that outlives an invocation such as global variables and local files [8, 14, 45].

Palette extends the FaaS abstraction with optional locality hints to function invocations. These hints, which we refer to as colors, are simply an extra opaque parameter to a function invocation, and enable invocations to express affinity to both previous invocations, and to data produced by them.

The color abstraction maintains FaaS’s simplicity: users (optionally) express which invocations would benefit from running in the same instance, without ever directly referring to, allocating, or managing instances. In effect, an application tells the platform: ‘try to run this invocation in the same instance that you ran this other previous invocation’, without having to specify the exact instance.

Interpreting colors as hints also preserves the benefits of FaaS for the provider. The provider can leverage colors to select the instance to send a request to. At the same time, because colors are hints, ignoring them does not affect application correctness. This preserves the provider’s freedom to make allocation, scheduling, and scaling decisions.

To quantify the impact of locality hints on performance and efficiency, we implement the Palette load balancer and evaluate it with the open-source version of the Azure Functions Host runtime [11]. Specifically, we evaluate three representative examples from two broad classes of applications: web API frontends and serverless DAG processing.

We find that Palette recovers the performance lost in existing FaaS platforms. For web API frontends that use a local cache [17], Palette improves hit ratios by 6x compared to locality-oblivious FaaS load balancing. For DAG processing, we compare Palette to a state-of-the-art ‘locality-oblivious’ FaaS load balancer which frequently fetches data over the network. Palette reduces run times by 46% and 40% on Task Bench and TPC-H, respectively, implemented on Dask [22]. For NumS [29], we show Palette reduces run times by 37% on average compared to a locality-oblivious FaaS platform. Further, Palette’s flexibility to choose a coloring policy can reduce run time by 2.6x in some cases. We also compare Palette to serverful implementations. Palette closes the performance gap to Dask and to NumS running on Ray [67].

Contributions. In summary, our main contributions are:
- The Palette abstraction, a simple extension to current FaaS APIs that allows users to express an application’s locality and affinity properties.
- An implementation of Palette in a load balancer that enables an end-to-end performance evaluation.
- Implementations on Palette of three applications with two coloring policies, showing its generality and flexibility.
- Extensive evaluation of Palette’s design and the performance and efficiency of locality hints.

2 Background and Motivation

This paper proposes an extension to the current API of serverless FaaS offerings. Thus, we start by discussing current characteristics and challenges of FaaS.

FaaS Architecture. The basic FaaS programming model comprises event-driven, independent invocations of stateless functions. A developer registers a function with the platform, together with parameters such as triggering events and data bindings [6, 13]. As in Azure Functions, we assume functions are grouped into applications, which are the unit of resource allocation. Functions from an application are loaded together, share instances, and, optionally, data that remains on an instance after an invocation.

Figure 1 shows the main components of a prototypical serverless FaaS system: a frontend, and multiple workers that run application instances in containers or VMs. In this paper we assume there is a one-to-one correspondence between an application instance and a worker, and we may use the terms interchangeably. The frontend comprises a load balancer that routes function invocation requests to the instance(s), and a scale controller that decides independently per application whether to add or remove workers (even down to 0), depending on that application’s load.

A key goal of FaaS is simplicity: there are almost no configuration knobs. AWS Lambda, for example, only asks for the desired amount of memory (which also implies the number of cores) [6], and Azure Functions has no required settings [11]. A second goal is generality: there is no prescribed
application structure, and users can bring their own code in multiple languages. Use cases span, for example, API services, event processing pipelines, ETL, software testing and monitoring [28, video processing [35], data analytics [58, 73], gaming [25], and machine learning [46].

**Instance Reuse.** Virtually all serverless platforms keep instances around after an invocation [72, 76, 83]. This amortizes the initialization cost and avoids cold starts. Applications may exploit this instance reuse to store data as a simple cache [8, 12] (e.g., in global variables, or in the local file system). This is useful for read-only data that is expensive to retrieve or compute. Recent works [59, 70] take this further and build proper distributed caches among instances of a function, and even exploit lingering function instances as a cheap in-memory cache for external usage [82].

**FaaS Networking.** Network bandwidth on current FaaS platforms is a scarce resource. FaaS providers seek to maximize the number of functions running on a single host. For example, with thousands of function micro-VMs on a single node [2], AWS implements strict per-function limits on packet rate and bandwidth. Functions also cannot use kernel or hypervisor bypass functionality, leading to high communication latencies. Further, functions are not directly addressable, which forces them to communicate through non-local storage services.

The result is that most external and cross-function interactions happen across network hops, and these are much more expensive than local data access. The authors of Cloudburst [78], for example, report latencies between 2× and 9× lower (depending on the size) for summing 10 arrays from local caches, compared to when reading from an in-memory remote KVS ([78, Figure 5]). Similarly, the authors of the FaaST cache [70] report end-to-end latencies between 1.3× and almost 5× lower for three benchmarks, when reading data from the local cache, compared to reading across the network from remote caches [70].

**Lack of locality.** Despite the expensive non-local data accesses, current serverless systems have no way of preserving locality across executions. This is noted in several previous works as a major limitation [39, 42, 52].

Prior work attempts to overcome the missing locality in three main ways: with fast remote storage [20, 51, 52], by specializing the system (e.g., making a DAG a first-class concept [10, 67, 78]), or by using functions as (short-lived) containers (e.g., gg long-lived mode [34], numpywren [73], or Kappa [86]). Unfortunately, these approaches are either inefficient, or give up some of the key benefits of the FaaS paradigm. First, fast external storage can be significantly slower than local accesses, requires work to deploy and maintain, and can get expensive [70]. Second, by specializing the system to execute only DAGs loses generality, and still can’t offer locality to non-DAG applications, such as API services where unrelated requests may access the same objects. Third, using functions as containers greatly increases complexity. A (serverful) coordinator invokes function instances that serve as workers, manages the lifetime of these functions, and repeatedly schedules tasks onto these instances. With this approach, not only do we lose the the ease of deployment, but also the cost advantage of paying only for execution time, which are two key reasons for the popularity of FaaS.

### 3 Use Cases

Before we describe our approach to making locality a first-class concept in FaaS, we focus on two broad classes of applications that can greatly benefit from expressing locality when implemented on a serverless environment.

**Locality use case 1: Web applications and APIs.** Providing business logic behind APIs for web and mobile applications is a very appealing use case of FaaS. A recent survey found APIs to comprise 28% of serverless use cases [28].

A common pattern for web services and APIs is to do extensive caching in frontend servers [5, 18, 23, 40, 55, 60]. When implemented in FaaS, one function instance can serve multiple successive requests and can cache data in between invocations. By caching connection state, database query results, social graph nodes and edges, and other data, the system responds faster and the backend systems see significantly less load. In addition, the ability to cache state in a function instance additionally reduces cost as cloud backends typically charge per query.

To make caches within a function instance effective, we need the ability to route requests that refer to similar objects to the same instance. Naïve policies such as session stickiness may help, but are not sufficient. For example, consider a social networking service that is currently running 100 function instances in parallel. Suppose a user sends two requests to render their social feed, first from their phone, and then from their laptop. Without support for locality, the two requests are routed randomly, with a 1% chance of being executed in the same instance. This leads to low cache hit rates. If the two requests were routed to the same instance, the cache would be highly effective. In this particular case, selecting instances by user name would solve the problem. What is needed is a generic way of expressing this, that works with the arbitrary, user-defined functions of a FaaS environment.

At scale, locality in FaaS would enable partitioning or sharding users and objects as used by large-scale caching systems [5, 18, 23, 40, 55, 60]. Partitioning can significantly increase cache efficiency, which translates to lower cost (using less memory) and lower latency (enabling higher hit rates).

**Locality use case 2: Distributed data processing.** Data analytics typically involves multiple processing stages with data dependencies. There have been many recent proposals of running distributed analytics on serverless [20, 34, 47, 58, 78].
These computations can be expressed as Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAG) of deterministic tasks with one-way dependencies. This is a model that is vastly explored in the parallel computing literature (e.g. [75, 77]) and many recent frameworks [1, 19, 22, 44, 85].

A DAG specifies tasks with well-defined outputs and input dependencies. A task can run when all of its dependencies have already run and produced outputs. When scheduling a DAG on a distributed system, it is important to balance two conflicting constraints: increasing parallelism, and avoiding data transfers. Doing this optimally with realistic assumptions is an NP-hard problem [75], and there are many heuristics to do this both statically and dynamically, on both parallel and distributed systems.

Figure 2. Performance gap of Dask on a locality-oblivious FaaS platform with a distributed in-memory cache, compared to an optimally-scheduled execution. Benchmarks are from Task Bench [77]. The optimal schedule is calculated offline based on pre-recorded runtimes and transfer sizes. Palette seeks to bridge the gap between Oblivious and Optimal via a practical change to the load balancer.

To illustrate the potential impact of locality, we implemented a serverless version of the Dask Distributed scheduler [22], on top of the open source Azure Functions host code [11], where each node in the DAG runs as a serverless invocation. Intermediate data is written to a remote object store, interposed by a modified version of the FaaS$T$ serverless cache [70]. Figure 2 shows the results of running 10 benchmarks from the Task Bench suite [77] on four function instances, using the standard serverless load balancing strategy which is oblivious to locality (‘Oblivious’). The setup is the same as the one described later in Section 7. We compare Oblivious to the runtime of an optimal schedule (‘Optimal’), computed using a mixed-integer linear program [79]. Optimal schedules the tasks on the four function instances incorporating compute times and network transfer sizes from real executions. The figure shows that Opt reduces running times by more than half on eight workloads and by more than 1/3 on the remaining two workloads.

4 Palette: Serverless Locality

From Section 3, exploiting locality can significantly benefit FaaS users and platforms. However, the challenge lies in exposing locality without removing the ‘serverless’ nature of the platform.

Colors: Locality Hints. Palette augments the interface to FaaS with a single opaque and optional parameter, which we call color. Like in the pFaaS proposal [71], an invocation $f(params)$ becomes $f(params, color)$, with the difference that a color is a hint. Colors have the following semantics:

- The platform will route invocations with the same color (in a best-effort way) to the same instance or set of instances.

Our goal is to find the smallest interface extension that enables clients to express locality so that the platform can optimize for it, without exposing details that remove the provider’s flexibility to do resource management.

Colors have two important properties. First, they are opaque, and enable a strong separation of concerns that maintains the serverless nature of the platform. Users decide how to color invocations via a coloring policy, encoding their knowledge of locality and data dependencies, without referring to specific instances or workers. The platform, on the other hand, is responsible for routing invocations to instances via a color scheduling policy.

The second important property is that colors are hints, and not hard constraints. For the user, this means the application should still be correct even if the hint is ignored by the platform. Because of this, while the platform can use the hint to make decisions that improve the performance to the user, it still has the freedom to allocate and de-allocate resources. A hard constraint would get closer to an allocation request from the user, and might imply a different charging model.

Figure 3 shows the Palette architecture, in contrast to Figure 1. The namespace of colors is scoped to each application;
Palette does not introduce new data sharing or interference among different applications.

**Figure 4.** Sketches of coloring policies for serverless (a) social network and (b) DAG processing. In (a), requests referring to the same post get the same color (e.g., post_id). In (b), chains of tasks in the DAG get the same color, such that most inter-task transfers land in the same node.

**Using Colors.** Coloring executions can improve the performance of functions in the two use cases from Section 3. Figure 4 provides intuition for possible coloring policies (we describe these policies in Section 6). Figure 4a shows requests from two users in a social network to a post by a common friend. If the two requests use the post_id as the locality hint, and get executed in the same instance, the second request can potentially read the post from a local cache. Figure 4b shows a simple DAG, where nodes represent tasks, and arrows, data dependencies. If there are two instances to run the middle tasks in parallel, coloring the tasks in the chains as shown minimizes the cross-node transfers.

There are of course applications which will not benefit from locality. These include truly stateless applications, where one invocation does not leave any state behind that is relevant for future invocations; and applications where there may be caching of data (such as an inference model that has to be loaded from storage), but where this data is the same for all invocations. Being optional, not using Palette hints in these cases does not impose any extra costs.

## 5 Implementation

Palette is designed to be easy to deploy into existing FaaS platforms. The API for application writers is simply an optional extra parameter in an invocation. For HTTP triggers, for example, we implement colors as a locality URL parameter, which is trivial to add from a client, and to interpret by the load balancer. The main questions for the provider when implementing Palette load balancing are the color scheduling policy (Figure 3) for how to map colors to instances, and how to potentially use colors to help with autoscaling.

**Load Balancing.** We implement Palette as a custom load balancer in Python that receives HTTP-triggered requests and sends them to workers running the open source version of the Azure Functions Host [11]. Our load balancer is integrated with the scale controller (Figure 3).

For the web API case, we run functions in unmodified functions host instances (§7.1). For DAG processing, we use a modified version of the FaasT serverless cache [70].
Figure 5 shows the relative worst-case number of colors (maximum / expected) for simulations of the bucket hashing algorithm, averaged over 20 runs each, with different numbers of instances, colors, and buckets. For comparison, the figure also shows the maximum load for simple hashing. We see that for more than 1,000 colors, and a number of buckets 10,000, we can keep the relative load ≤ 2, and often much closer to 1. In our implementation we choose the same number of buckets as Redis, 16,384.  

The load balancer keeps a fixed bucket table (BT) with B entries per application. It also keeps an approximate count of colors recently mapped to each bucket, using count distinct sketches (HyperLogLog [31]). More specifically, it starts a new HLL sketch every 30 minutes, while keeping a sketch for the previous 30 minutes. Every 30 minutes the LB merges the two last HLL sketches, and swaps buckets among instances until the maximum relative number of colors per instance is below a threshold, which we set to 2 according to Figure 5.

**Color Table (Least Assigned):** The last color scheduling policy we use is a table explicitly mapping colors to instances. When a new color arrives, the load balancer chooses the instance with the least assigned colors, breaking ties arbitrarily, and stores the mapping in an “LA” table. When the scale controller adds new instances, they naturally get new assignments; when it removes instances, colors from the removed nodes are distributed using the same policy.

To avoid this table growing without bounds, we evict mappings from this table using LRU. Since colors are hints, this has no effect in correctness, even though it may affect performance. This policy achieves the best load balancing, but is not suitable for applications with very large numbers of colors. To keep the memory usage similar to that of BH, our implementation caps the number of colors to 16,384, and truncates the color names at 32 bytes. With this setting, we use a maximum of 512KB of data per application.

Each application in our system can use these policies independently of other applications. The user chooses one of the policies upon registering the application. In practice, the real choice lies between Bucket Hashing and Least Assigned. Applications with more than 16K colors should choose BH, while applications with less colors that are sensitive to load imbalance should choose LA.

In addition to these three policies, we also implemented two baseline policies for comparison: oblivious, which always selects a random instance for each invocation, and oblivious round-robin, which ignores locality, but sends requests to instances in a round-robin fashion, to improve load balancing among instances.

**Scaling.** In this paper, the Palette load balancer assigns colors to existing instances, and scaling decisions are done separately by the scale controller. The only assumption we make in our prototype and evaluation is that there is a single active instance per color at any time (one instance can still have several colors). This is a point in the design space that is easy to implement and to reason about for the client, and is compatible with existing scaling policies (e.g., [27, 36, 87]) with little to no modification. Scaling in and out will change the mapping of colors to instances, and locality – but not correctness – can suffer for colors that move. Other designs are also possible, for example, lifting the restriction of one instance per color, which can prevent hot spots, but also diffuses locality. We leave a deeper look at the interaction of the coloring and scaling policies, including the implications of instance churn, color rebalancing, and the use of colors as hints for rapid autoscaling, for future work.

### 5.1 Integration with the FaaS'T Serverless Cache

For efficiently implementing the DAG use cases, we used a modified version of the open source FaaS'T serverless cache [70] integrated with the open-source Azure Functions host. Both FaaS'T and OFC [59] implement distributed object caches among multiple instances of a serverless application, while maintaining the caches for different applications independent and isolated.

The two requirements for our application are that (i) an object generated at a particular worker stays cached on that worker until it is evicted or the worker is stopped, and that (ii) other instances can find the object. The first avoids pushing objects to other nodes, and the second guarantees that we have a hit in a peer cache rather than a miss to the backing store. OFC satisfies these requirements, as it uses RAM-Cloud [63] as its in-memory cache. FaaS'T originally does not, as it determines the home location of an object via consistent hashing of the object’s name. We modified FaaS'T by adding an optional hashing key to the object names. When the name of an object has a prefix separated by a token string (“”), the cache uses this prefix as the hashing key to determine the home location. Redis uses the same approach to enable multi-key transactions [69].

The client DAG application, when specifying input (i) and output (o) objects of task \( f \), adds the color of the producing tasks to the names of the objects (e.g., \( i_c \)), in addition to adding the color to the task itself (\( cf \)):

\[
 f_{cf}(i_{c1}, i_{c2}, ..., i_{cn}) \rightarrow o_{cf}
\]

When submitting this task, the Palette load balancer determines the instance \( I(cf) \) that will run the task, and translates the colors of the inputs and outputs so that they hash to the correct instances. Because the consistent hashing function is the identity function when the argument is the name of one of the members of the ring (i.e., \( CH(I(c)) = I(c) \)), Palette simply translates color \( ck \) to \( I(ck) \), and the invocation above becomes:

\[
 f_{cf}(I_{i1(c1)}, I_{i2(c2)}, ..., I_{in(cn)}) \rightarrow o_{I(cf)}
\]
6 Application Coloring Policies

To evaluate the usefulness and effectiveness of Palette, we implemented three representative applications of the two use cases from Section 3.

6.1 Social Network

As a representative of a serverless API to a web application, we modified a FaaS implementation of the Social Network application from the DeathStar benchmark [38], obtained from the authors. The application is implemented in Python, as a collection of microservices that perform basic functions such as fetching user profiles, timelines, and posts. The data for the site is stored in MongoDB.

We augmented the function implementations with an in-memory read-only LRU cache that stores objects such as posts, images, and friends lists. We implement the cache in the function code via a global variable, which is part of the ephemeral state that remains in the instance local memory after function invocation. The cache is thus shared across successive invocations until the platform reclaims the instance. This is a pattern recommended by FaaS providers [8, 14], and requires no support from the platform.

To use Palette, the social network client adds color hints to requests, like in Figure 4a. Specifically, get_user_timeline uses the user_id as the color; each subsequent get_post and get_media calls are colored, respectively, with the post id and object id. This causes the Palette load balancer to direct all calls that fetch a specific object to a single instance, and enables the client to indirectly control the partitioning of the aggregate cache space, even though Palette is agnostic to the semantics of the application.

In Section 7.1, we evaluate the aggregate hit ratio of this coloring policy against two baseline policies: Oblivious (which routes requests to random instances) and Bucket Hash.

6.2 DAG Computations

6.2.1 Coloring DAGs. Palette provides great flexibility to express DAG computations in serverless. Intuitively, we want to color DAGs nodes so as to reduce unnecessary data transfers among nodes. We implement two DAG frameworks on FaaS, where each node of the DAG is one invocation, and their outputs are cached on the workers that run each node. We use the FaaS serverless cache (§5.1), so that an invocation can fetch inputs from the remote workers where they were produced, if not evicted yet.

We describe two DAG coloring policies for Palette: coloring the DAG from first principles, and a nearly-transparent policy that reuses existing frameworks’ schedulers. We compare these two approaches for a FaaS implementation of Dask [22], and demonstrate the flexibility of the second for an additional system, the NumS linear algebra library [29].

Chain Coloring. When executing a DAG in parallel, we want to exploit parallelism opportunities, and reduce data transfers. Because of the separation of concerns that colors create, we can treat the coloring of a DAG as a parallel scheduling problem with an unbounded number of workers (where each worker is a color), and leave the mapping of colors to instances to the serverless platform (cf. §5).

There is a vast literature on static scheduling of parallel DAG computations [75], with many applicable algorithms. As an example, we chose a simple heuristic which we refer to as Chain Coloring: we partition the DAG into chains (simple paths), and assign a separate color to each chain. Optimal chain partitioning of a DAG (minimum number of chains) takes $O(n^3)$ [37]. Instead, we use a simpler greedy partitioning based on recursively finding and removing longest paths on a topologically sorted DAG (see [74], algorithm B). This algorithm runs in linear time $O(n + e)$, and tends to get close to the minimum number of chains.

Chain coloring has three useful properties: (i) every node in a simple chain (a path in the DAG with no fan-ins or fan-outs) will have the same color (meaning no external data transfers); (ii) no nodes that can be executed in parallel will have the same color (giving the platform the opportunity to maximize parallelism); and (iii) for fan-outs and fan-ins, only one of the chains “continues”. Chain coloring can achieve good performance, but not always: because it maximizes parallelism, if network transfers are too expensive their cost can dominate the execution.

Bring your own scheduler – Virtual Workers. An alternative to manually coloring a DAG is to reuse the scheduling policies that frameworks already have. Typically, schedulers in frameworks like Dask work with a set of workers that dynamically connect to it. They keep detailed information on the load, memory usage, and sets of stored objects for each worker. With this information they can produce a dynamic schedule that takes into account locality, load balancing, and memory usage of the cluster.

Coloring of tasks can be implemented by introducing the concept of “virtual workers”. These workers do not have to map to actual instances in the system, but we can assign colors to each of them and the tasks they produce. From the point of view of the scheduler, each virtual worker is an actual worker, and it can continue to make scheduling decisions under that assumption. In reality, each virtual worker colors all of its invocations with its own color. This, in principle, is similar to user-level, or green threads, which appear as threads to applications, but are mapped onto hardware threads by the OS. To show the generality of this abstraction, we implement this on two DAG processing systems, Dask and NumS, and evaluate their performance in in Section 7.

6.2.2 Dask. Dask [22] is a popular Python library for parallel task-based DAG computing. We modified Dask to run on FaaS by first factoring out all intermediate state onto a remote object store. We then create and register with the FaaS framework a function that is essentially “eval”: it receives the
serialized code to be run, references to inputs, and stores its output on the remote store. We use the open source version of Azure Functions [11], and use our modified version of the FaaST cache to interpose on all accesses to the object store.

We implement two versions of Dask: (a) with a custom scheduling policy that performs chain coloring, and (b) with an unmodified scheduler using virtual workers. In case of the chain coloring policy, we modify the scheduler to color the graph as described in Section 6.2. Based on the assigned colors, the Dask scheduler then dispatches the requests to the Azure Functions backend. Providing colors as part of the requests allows the backend to efficiently retrieve the inputs from the instances that produced them.

For the virtual workers approach, we extend the worker interface in Dask and introduce a shim that acts as virtual workers. These pretend to be regular workers to the scheduler, but instead send each execution request to Palette as a serverless invocation. This shim layer assigns a color to each virtual worker and all invocations from that worker get ‘painted’ with the worker’s color. Tasks scheduled for that virtual worker will then be routed by Palette’s load balancer on to the same serverless instance(s). This approach transparently translates the scheduler’s notion of locality to Palette’s implementation of locality.

6.2.3 NumS. The NumS [29] numerical library enables NumPy code to seamlessly run on distributed systems by scaling operations horizontally. It translates linear algebra operations written in the NumPy API into a DAG of smaller computation tasks. Currently, NumS uses Ray [67] as a backend for running the computations. The user registers a pre-provisioned fixed-size Ray cluster with NumS and the cluster exposes a set of “devices” on which NumS can schedule tasks. NumS has sophisticated algorithms to map blocked array operations onto the devices, to balance locality and parallelism. The actual computation is done asynchronously and only the retrieval of an output results in a blocking call.

We implement a Palette backend on top of Azure Functions running with the FaaST cache, similar to the Dask implementation. We use the virtual workers approach: the NumS scheduler remains unmodified and we add a shim that interacts with Palette. This shim consists of only 114 lines of Python, the other part of the implementation being the code that runs as FaaS, with about 135 lines of Python. The serverless nature of this backend obviates the need to register a provisioned cluster of resources with NumS. This backend exposes a flexible number of devices to NumS, and internally does a one-to-one mapping of the deviceIds chosen by NumS for each operation onto Palette colors.

We let the scheduler pick from a large number of devices that are mapped to colors and as such may or may not map to actual instances on the backend. Output objects are also assigned the color of the instance that produces them to make it possible for our backend to retrieve it from the correct one when required. We maintain the model that the existing Ray backend provides, of asynchronous computations and retrieval of outputs values only when required. To achieve this, we use “futures” [65] to encapsulate the state of dispatched tasks which are otherwise blocking calls to Azure Functions. The shim seamlessly handles the retrieval of results from these futures when required and ensures that the instances start executing tasks only when the dependencies have been satisfied by prior tasks. As a result, our implementation requires no changes to the NumS API and can run existing programs without modifications. We show in Section 7.2.4 that our use of the virtual workers approach produces schedules that are competitive with NumS on a serverful backend (i.e., Ray).

6.3 Discussion

Dynamic Policies. While we do not evaluate these, clients can use colors to implement interesting dynamic policies. For a DAG, for example, in the case of a fan-in, we can defer coloring the downstream node until we know the sizes of all inputs, and choose the color of the largest input. Alternatively, we can implement prefetching. Suppose a blue task \( r_1 \) depends on a blue task \( b_2 \) and on a red task \( r_1 \), and that \( r_1 \) finishes first. The scheduler can create a dummy blue task \( b' \) that only depends on \( r_1 \). \( b' \) can run immediately, and has the only effect of causing the output of \( r_1 \) to be fetched by the instance running blue tasks. In the case of a fan-out, we can also use the same technique of dummy tasks to cause the output of the fan-out source to be pre-fetched by all the downstream colors.

Who colors? Palette enables flexible and dynamic policies, and, when applicable, using virtual workers (cf. § 6.2) makes this transparent. We expect that in many cases framework and application developers, and even query planners, but not end users, will generate coloring hints.

7 Evaluation

We evaluate our prototype of Palette on: a web application; the Dask Python DAG execution engine [22] with three different workload sets; and the NumS distributed framework which implements the NumPy API.

Setup. Unless otherwise noted, we run our experiments using a client VM, and a cluster of up to 48 worker VMs. The client VM is an Azure Standard E8asv4 VMs with 8 vCPUs (AMD EPYC 7452) and 64GiB of RAM, running Ubuntu 18.04. Each function worker runs on an Azure Standard D4sv3 with 4 vCPUs (Intel Xeon E5-2673) and 16 GiB of RAM, running Ubuntu Linux v20.04. The bandwidth between all VMs is 1.86Gbps. For all of the DAG applications, we select the problem sizes so that the output sizes of individual nodes in the DAG fit within serverless function memory limitations. To approximate current non-premium commercial serverless
offerings (§2), we throttle the network to 1Gbps. For easier understanding of the results, we limit each function worker (and Dask worker) to a single vCPU. When using the FaasT cache, we set the cache size per function instance to 8GB. The goal of this paper is to evaluate the potential benefit of locality for FaasS, and not the performance of the caching system, which was well explored in the literature [59, 70]. As such, we avoid cache evictions, and configure FaasT to keep intermediate data only in memory, instead of writing it back to storage.

7.1 Web Application

In our first experiment, we augment a serverless implementation of a Social Network web application benchmark [38] with a local, in-memory cache for objects (§6.1).

Methodology. The goal of this experiment is to demonstrate the advantage of locality hints to enable cache pooling. We compare two color scheduling policies: Oblivious (standard FaasS scheduling), and Palette with Bucket Hashing. The client uses the object id as the locality key (§6.1).

We run the social network client and the MongoDB backend in our client VM, and use 1-24 function worker VMs. The goal of this experiment is not to measure the performance or load capacity of the components, but to examine the aggregate hit ratio on the local caches.

We preload the MongoDB with the socfb-Reed98 [30] social network graph and 20 posts per user. Each post has a random text with size drawn from a uniform distribution between 64B and 1KB, and a random number of media uniformly distributed between 1 and 5. The media files have an average size of 1MB, with 25\textsuperscript{th}, 50\textsuperscript{th}, 75\textsuperscript{th}, and 100\textsuperscript{th} percentiles respectively 62KB, 1MB, 2MB, and 8MB. We obtained this distribution by scrolling through Instagram in September 2021 and recording the sizes of 1465 images downloaded by a desktop browser. Our client selects users from a Zipf distribution with parameter 0.9 and sends 72,000 ReadHomeTimeline and ReadUserTimeline requests (with 50\% ReadHomeTimeline and 50\% ReadUserTimeline). We replay this same trace in all the social network experiments. Since we were just interested in the benefits to locality of the local caches, we emulate a read-only workload. The resulting trace has 2.6 million accesses to 1.1 million unique objects, which comprise a total of 115GB of data. We further assume requests are close enough in time to avoid application instances from being unloaded for inactivity.

Finding 1: Locality hints effectively allow a serverless web application to transparently partition its local caches. Figure 6a plots the hit ratio in the in-memory local caches, aggregated across all instances, and all request types, as a function of the number of instances. As the number of function workers increases from 1 to 24, we find that Oblivious’ cache hit ratio stays around 4\%. This is expected: as similar request gets routed to different caches, Oblivious has a high rate of cold misses, and wastes a lot of the aggregate cache space with redundant copies of the most popular objects. In contrast, we find that Palette’s cache hit ratio increases from 4\% to 24\%. This finding is aligned with prior work that documented the benefits of partitioning for caching effectiveness [5, 18, 23, 40, 55, 60]. Our evaluation shows that locality hints enable similar effectiveness in serverless applications.

Finding 2: For applications with a large number of colors, Bucket Hashing achieves the best trade-off between space and load balancing. As discussed in §5, Palette’s Color Table can achieve optimal load balancing but caps the number of colors to 16,384. This means that the 16,385-th color leads to an eviction from the Color Table (LRU). The next time that evicted color is accessed, Palette does not remember its previous assignment which means that a cache hit for this color’s objects is unlikely. The Color Table limits the effective cache size to 16k objects. Figure 6b shows a complete hit ratio curve for this workload. The blue dotted line shows the hit ratio of our experiment with an aggregate cache size of 3GB. If limited to 16K objects, the hit ratio is limited to less than 20\% (red dashed line). More generally, a Color Table has to grow in proportion to the aggregate cache size not to become the limiting factor for the hit ratio. In contrast, Bucket Hashing can scale to any cache size and achieves 24\% hit ratio, which means that it partitions the cache size near perfectly: with N instances, it achieves an effective aggregate cache size N× larger than a single instance.

The color table limitation here is an example of what happens when the platform cannot heed the advice of the color hints: performance, but not correctness, may be affected. Figure 6b also shows that only remembering 1,000 colors would lead to a hit ratio of less than 5\%.
7.2 Data Analytics

We evaluate serverless data analytics on two systems, Dask [22], and the NumS distributed framework which implements the NumPy API [29]. For the coloring policy we use either the chain coloring or virtual workers (cf. §6.2).

We compare Palette to Oblivious which emulates state-of-the-art FaaS systems that cache objects in far memory [51, 52] via a fast protocol to access objects in other workers’ caches. Our baseline is a serverless, unmodified version of Dask and NumS. In addition, we use Dask as a way to validate a key implementation choice: by comparing the Consistent Hashing and Color Table color scheduling policies, we can separate the benefits of locality and better load balancing.

We use multiple sets of benchmarks. First, a synthetic microbenchmark helps us explore a key tradeoff that will help in understanding subsequent evaluation results. Second, we use Task Bench [77], which is a benchmark for evaluating parallel and distributed programming runtimes. Third, we use TPC-H 3.0 [80], which consists of a suite of business oriented large data queries with a focus on queries with a high degree of complexity. In both benchmarks, we focus on the end-to-end run time, i.e., the time until the last task/dependency has completed and the result is returned. Our figures show barplots with standard error indicated by black lines.

7.2.1 Dask Microbenchmark. Using the Task Bench framework, we create a small DAG, which we call fanout, shown in Figure 7a. The DAG has a single task whose 256MB output is consumed by 10 other parallel tasks. For each experiment each of the (10+1) task runs C CPU operations, and we vary C from $2^{20}$ to $2^{30}$ operations per task.

We compare two extreme coloring policies for this DAG: chain coloring, which maximizes parallelism in a fanout, using 10 colors; and a ‘Same Color’ policy that maximizes locality and colors all 11 nodes with the same color. We run the experiment with Palette’s Least Assigned color scheduling policy, with a total of 10 workers with one vCPU each, and 5 runs for each setting.

Finding 3: Palette allows great flexibility in the choice of the coloring policy by the application and this flexibility helps improve run times. As shown in Figure 7b, with few CPU ops per task, the gains from parallelism do not compensate for the network latency, and ‘Same Color’ performs better. However, ‘Same Color’ schedules all tasks on the same worker, and their makespan increases linearly with the per-task CPU demand. Quickly it becomes better to shift to a policy that favors more colors, and more parallelism. Dask’s native policy (which we use when using the Virtual Nodes coloring policy), tends to favor locality, and typically colors fanouts with the same color.

7.2.2 Task Bench on Dask. Task Bench is a configurable set of DAG-based benchmarks. We consider two different configurations: the first has balanced computation and network transfer times (Fig. 8a) and the second one stresses computational resources, which leads Dask to distribute tasks across more workers (Fig. 8b). Within each configuration, we order benchmarks by how frequently their tasks require inter-worker data transfers, which roughly corresponds to the density of edges in the computation DAG. The “trivial” and “no_comm” benchmarks require no inter-worker transfers whereas almost every task in the “fft” and “nearest” benchmarks requires inputs from a task on another worker.

For Palette, we use chain coloring as coloring policy, and compare four different color scheduling policies against serverful Dask (unmodified). The four serverless implementations differ along two orthogonal dimensions: whether they implement locality (Oblivious vs Palette) and how well they load balance computational load across workers (table to the right of Fig. 8a). For Oblivious, load balancing is implemented by placing function executions in a round-robin fashion on workers. For Palette, load balancing is implemented via the least-assigned (LA) Color Table approach (§5), whereas Palette with consistent hashing (CH) is less load balanced.

Finding 4: Locality hints enable serverless analytics to fully leverage a local cache, outperforming locality-oblivious far-memory solutions by 46%. Fig. 8a shows that both versions of Palette outperform Oblivious on every benchmark. On average, Palette reduces runtimes by more than 46% compared to Oblivious, independent of load balancing.

Finding 5: Palette is competitive with Dask for computation DAGs with many inter-worker data transfers. The left half of benchmarks in Fig. 8a has few inter-worker data transfers and the gap between Palette and serverful Dask remains significant. In contrast, in the right half of benchmarks, with many inter-worker transfers, the gap is less than 25%. This happens mostly because of the extra serialization overhead of our Palette implementation. In serverful Dask, workers only serialize an object when transferring to another worker. Our prototype serializes every object, and this happens on the critical path. The serialization overhead is not fundamental, and is a potential target for optimization.
Finding 6: Palette is competitive with Dask for tasks that are compute intensive and require distributing across multiple workers. Fig. 8b increases each task’s computation load by 10x compared to Fig. 8a. This means that it becomes more important to parallelize work by distributing it across workers, which plays into the strengths of a serverless platform and Palette. Specifically, even the left half of benchmarks require some cross-worker transfers so that Palette’s overheads become less relevant. Overall, the runtime of Palette with a least-assigned Color Table is now within 15% of Dask on all benchmarks. We also observe that the impact of load balancing decisions becomes more important: we see a more than 20% runtime difference between Random and Round Robin, and Consistent Hashing and Least Assign, respectively. This shows the importance of supporting a Color Table in Palette.

7.2.3 TPC-H on Dask. TPC-H contains ad-hoc queries and concurrent data modifications selected for their industry relevance. Compared to Task Bench, TPC-H queries have significantly larger and less regular DAGs. We consider all 22 queries, with objects sized at 2GB and divided into 256MB blocks. We run the queries on serverless Dask using the virtual node coloring policy (there was no significant difference with chain coloring, other than the fact that VN used less colors, because of some fan-outs). We use two color scheduling policies, Oblivious Round Robin and Palette Least Assigned, and run on the same cluster of 48 function workers. Figure 9 shows the end-to-end time of all queries, normalized to the runtime of serverful Dask on the same nodes.

Finding 7: Across all queries, Palette is on average 40% faster than Oblivious, and significantly closes the gap between far memory systems and serverful Dask. We find similar reasons as in the Task Bench results: RR spends significantly more time transferring data, as most inputs are from remote caches, and most outputs must be transferred to another cache which owns the object. Across all queries, the median RR query transfers over 5.9 times more data over the network than Palette. In this sense, Oblivious Round Robin is similar to FaaS data analytics that use far-memory storage, such as Pocket or Jiffy [51, 52].

Compared to serverful Dask, in 9 out of the 22 queries Palette is within 15% of the performance of Dask. In 5 of the queries Palette is more than 75% slower than Dask (queries 3, 4, 10, 12, and 17). These queries are some of the ones with the largest amount of data transfer. Serialization costs, as well as queueing in the Python async io event loop are responsible for most of the differences relative to Dask.

7.2.4 NumS. Methodology. For NumS, we compare the existing Ray backend with the Palette implementation, evaluated with three color scheduling policies: Oblivious Random, Oblivious Round Robin, and Least Assigned. We run each of the backends with equivalent resources. In the case of Ray, it is deployed on Kubernetes [54] with a VM SKU which has 16 vCPUs and 64GB of memory. 16 such VMs were assigned for running the Ray workers. We run the three Palette color scheduling policies on the same VM SKU, with a maximum of 16 workers available to them for a fair comparison.

We run three benchmarks. The first is a logistic regression workload using Newton’s method on the Higgs boson dataset [26] (LRHiggs). We describe the individual phases of this workload using a code snippet as shown in Listing 1. The first two phases involve data movement and manipulation, and the last two phases are computation-heavy, where the model is fit and a prediction is made.

The second and third benchmarks perform dense square matrix-matrix multiplication with 2GB and 16GB (MMM-2GB and MMM-16GB) of synthetic data, respectively.
Finding 8: Serverless NumS on Palette outperforms locality-oblivious serverless NumS, and sometimes even outperforms NumS on Ray. Figure 10a shows the mean runtime, 5%, and 95% confidence intervals for the three benchmarks running NumS with Palette (Oblivious Random, Oblivious Round Robin, and Least Assigned (LA)) and with Ray. From Figure 10a, we observe that LA outperforms Oblivious Random by 27% in case of LRHiggs, 25% in case of MMM-2GB and 61% in case of MMM-16GB. It also outperforms Oblivious Round Robin in all the benchmarks, showing that minimizing load on individual workers alone is not sufficient to achieve high performance. Workloads involving potentially higher data exchange between phases of computation benefit more from Palette because it tries to schedule tasks where the data is.

When comparing between backends, Ray dominates both Oblivious policies. However, with Palette’s locality API, FaaS functions become competitive with Ray. In fact, in the LRHiggs benchmark, we show that Palette outperforms Ray by 41%.

In Figure 10b, we focus on the performance in individual phases of the LRHiggs benchmark. While Ray is optimized to load data for NumPy use (Phases 1 and 2), Palette outperforms Ray in the computation-heavy stages of the workload by scheduling tasks closer to where their data is (Phases 3 and 4). Palette reduces the data copies in the overall system by minimizing the number of unique workers that would operate on a given data. This has two implications: (a) it enables running larger workloads using the same amount of resources, and (b) it reduces the cost of running the workloads in a serverless setting where users are charged for consumed resources (typically memory-seconds).

8 Related Work

Performance of serverless platforms and DAG frameworks have sparked a rich literature. We review related ideas on maintaining locality information, serverless caching, serverless DAG engines, and DAG processing on serverless.

Locality Information. Perhaps the closest proposal to locality hints is an extended abstract by Schleier-Smith [71], proposing to augment the serverless API with a “partition key” for addressing FaaS ephemeral state. Our color abstraction is similar, except that it is a hint. To the best of our knowledge, Palette is the first implementation and evaluation of locality hints for serverless.

Outside of serverless frameworks, Kubernetes has a concept of affinity tags [24] used at deployment time for placing pods. Like Palette’s colors, these tags provide indirection, separation of concerns, and enable several policies by application owners. Web applications commonly use sticky load balancing, in which all requests for a user session get directed to the same instance. Palette’s colors provide the first generic way to implement this stickiness for FaaS.

Archer et al. [9] improve the hit ratio of an in-memory cache in Google’s web search backend, and increase the cluster throughput, by making the load balancer route requests to the replica with highest affinity to a query’s search terms. They note that this approach is useful because the “replicas
carry over mutable state between requests”. Colors are a generic and flexible way of achieving this in a FaaS backend, as we demonstrate in our social network example (§7.1).

**Serverless Caching.** FaaST [70] colocalizes a cache with each instance of a FaaS application. While FaaST uses consistent hashing to forward requests between caches, it does not influence FaaS invocation routing. Thus, applications such as Dask incur many remote hits with performance comparable to an external in-memory KVS. Our implementation builds on FaaST and uses the Palette load balancer to outperform oblivious FaaST by 45% in Dask and NumS (§7.2).

OFC [59] implements a transparent and opportunistic in-memory cache on top of OpenWhisk [62], using RAM-Cloud [63] as the distributed cache. OFC implements a basic form of execution locality: executions are placed where their inputs are located. This policy works well only for linear chains of functions. However, many queries have large fan-outs (e.g., TPC-H queries 5, 7, 8, 10, and 12). For fan-outs, OFC schedules all outgoing nodes on the same node, which leads to poor performance as it does not allow parallelism. In addition, OFC doesn’t specify how locality is implemented in a general way, as it assumes that the source object can be extracted from an invocation.

Infinicache [82] implements a distributed key-value cache using serverless functions. Applications (serverless or not) can access this cache over the network and achieve lower costs compared to traditional key-value caches such as Redis. Infinicache is an orthogonal work to Palette and does not discuss or provide functionality for locality.

**Serverless Scheduling.** Fuerst and Sharma [36] propose a locality-aware load balancer for serverless clusters. They look at the orthogonal problem of selecting to which servers to send invocations of the same function, and propose an improvement over OpenWhisk’s algorithm [62]. Concentrating these invocations in less servers reduces the number of cold starts. They do not, however, consider the locality w.r.t. the data accessed by these invocations. Given a set of servers with warm instances of a function, Palette’s locality hints can be used to improve data locality.

**Serverless DAG Engines.** There are many options, with different tradeoffs, to execute DAGs on serverless functions.

One can use existing serverless frameworks and rely on an external cache like Redis (e.g., gg short-lived [34]). This leads to poor performance, comparable to Oblivious (§7). Replacing serverless frameworks with containers (such as AWS Fargate) enables existing DAG frameworks to run. Another alternative is to use serverless functions as containers by setting up long-lived functions with reverse connections to a central controller [34, 73, 86]. Both container variants require provisioning servers and break serverless’ simplicity.

Cloudburst [78], HaSTe [84], SONIC [56], SAND [3], Faaslane [53], and Ray [67] all implement DAG execution engines. By sending the whole DAG (instead of individual function calls), this programming model provides a wealth of information to the FaaS scheduler. The scheduler has complete information about the workers, including the load and contents of the caches, and can place functions where most of their input data is cached. SONIC selects how to best transfer data among stages of a DAG, and does data-aware function placement, based on its knowledge of the DAG. Palette explores a different point in the trade-off space between interface complexity and performance, and shows that we can achieve performance very close to schedulers with complete information, while still maintaining a simple and general interface.

Wukong [20] implements a serverless backend for Dask by running DAG nodes as serverless functions, and storing intermediate data in a key-value store (KVS), which has to be provisioned and maintained separately. Wukong modifies the Dask scheduler to find chains of tasks that can be executed on the same node, and sends these sections of the graph to the same function instance. Wukong achieves locality by fusing functions, and avoids serialization and deserialization for functions in the same instance. Instances coordinate through the KVS when there are fan-ins and fan-outs in the DAG. Wukong also removes the scheduler from the critical path by having functions schedule each other, at the expense of complexity in the functions’ implementations. With locality hints and a serverless cache, one can achieve similar performance to Wukong for DAG computations, without having to maintain a separate KVS; by using the virtual servers approach (cf. §6.2) Palette also requires little modification to existing frameworks.

**Parallel Task Scheduling.** The extensive literature on scheduling parallel tasks and DAGs is documented in excellent surveys [75]. Palette enables FaaS users to implement advanced scheduling algorithms with ease.

**9 Conclusion**

Palette addresses the performance gap of serverless platforms for data-intensive applications by introducing colors as locality hints. This approach allows users to leverage the benefits of serverless systems while allowing the platform to place successive invocations related to each other in the same executing node. Our prototype evaluation shows that Palette closes the gap for web applications with near-perfect scaling of cache hit ratios and mostly closes the gap for data analytics like Dask and NumS.
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